KULACHI HANSRAJ MODEL SCHOOL
Ashok Vihar,Delhi -110052
Tel: 011-27118096 , 01147091486
Website: www.khms.ac.in, Email:nurserykhms@gmail.com

TALENTIA 2022
A Virtual Inter School Fiesta

Dear Principal,

“The little child of today is a towering perfect genius of tomorrow.”
We are back with our Annual Virtual Inter School Fiesta - ‘TALENTIA 2022’ . The cultural fest aims to provide
exposure to multifarious activities and enjoy learning in a playful environment. Such a platform helps them to
display their originality, creativity and confidence. Therefore, it is with great pleasure that I invite your team of
students to be part of this extravaganza.
Let the creativity shine !
List of activities along with related information is enclosed herewith.
Please use the given link to register by 25th November,2022.
https://forms.gle/nQVdswhxHeHxrvem6
Warm Regards,
(Mrs. Sneh Verma)
PRINCIPAL

General Instructions
➢ Use the link below to register for TALENTIA 2022 https://forms.gle/nQVdswhxHeHxrvem6
➢ The last date for registration is 25th November, 2022 by 2 pm.
➢ You are required to register for all the 6 events together. Write NA if you have no entry in any particular
event.
➢ A child can participate in one event only.
➢ The rules specified for the particular event (s) should be strictly adhered to.
➢ You are required to upload the video on YouTube (except in event 3 where image needs to be emailed)
and mail the link at the specified email ids. (Make sure the YouTube link is shareable:Public)
➢ Subject line must be the School name along with the event and class.
➢ The email must mention the names and class of the participants.
➢ The last date of submission of entries is 7th December 2022.
➢ For each event, the decision of the judges will be final and binding.
➢ The results will be declared on the school’s website www.khms.ac.in on 20th December 2022.
➢ For any queries, kindly contact respective co-ordinators between 1.15 pm to 2.00 pm.
Note - Registration through Google Form is compulsory and in case of any registration related issue please
contact 011-27118096 , 011- 47091486 or event coordinator. You can also email your queries to nurserykhms@gmail.com

EVENT 1-TECH ZONE
(FANCY DRESS PRESENTATION:PERSONALITIES RELATED TO TECHNOLOGY)
Class PRE SCHOOL
Topic - Personalities related to Technology
Number of Participants- 1 (one)
Duration - Maximum 2 minutes
Language - English
Rules:
☆The participant has to dress up as per the chosen personality and may use properties to aid the presentation.
☆ The video must be recorded in one shot without any breaks.
☆ No audio and visual editing is allowed.
☆ You are required to upload the video on YouTube (Make sure the YouTube link is shareable:Public) and mail
the link to talentiacomputernursery@gmail.com by 7th December 2022. Subject line must be the School
name along with the class and event. The email must mention the names and class of the participants.
☆The entry will be judged on the basis of creativity, presentation and originality.

For any query you can contact the Event Coordinators between 1:15 - 2:00 pm only Ms. Pragati Vij : 9811277640
Ms. Monika Ghai : 9212434733

EVENT 2- TECH ANUNCIO
(ADVERTISEMENT PRESENTATION)
Class - PRE PRIMARY
Topic – Advertisement Presentation
Number of Participants - 1 (one)
Duration - 2 minutes
Language - English
Rules:
☆The participant has to present an advertisement of any product / service promoting technology with appropriate
costume, properties, dialogue and actions.
☆The video must be recorded in one shot without any breaks.
☆No audio and visual editing is allowed.
☆ You are required to upload the video on YouTube (Make sure the YouTube link is shareable:Public) and mail the
link to talentiacomputernursery@gmail.com by 7th December 2022. Subject line must be the School name along
with the class and event. The email must mention the names and class of the participants.
☆ The entry will be judged on the basis of creativity, presentation and originality.
For any query you can contact the Event Coordinators between 1:15 - 2:00 pm only
Ms. Pragati Vij : 9811277640
Ms. Monika Ghai : 9212434733

EVENT 3- HAPPINESS UTSAV
(COLOURING)
Class PRE SCHOOL
Topic - Colouring
Number of Participants- 1 (one)
Rules:
☆The participant will neatly colour the printout of the image attached.
☆Participant can use variety of colours (wax crayons / oil pastels/ plastic crayons), various decorative materials for
the artwork.
☆The participant must perform independently without any help.
☆You are required to mail the image of final composition to talentiaartnursery@gmail.com by 7th December 2022.
Subject line must be the School name along with the class and event. The email must mention the names and
class of the participants.
☆The final artwork will be judged on the basis of creativity, colour combinations, technique and overall
presentation.
For any query you can contact the Event Coordinators between 1:15 - 2:00 pm only:
Ms.Ekta Nijhawan: 9891115003
Ms. Pooja Saxena : 8468060393

Class PRE PRIMARY
Topic - Fun with Origami
Number of Participants- 1 (one)
Duration- 2-3 minutes
Language- English

EVENT 4- NURTURE THE NATURE
(FUN WITH ORIGAMI)

Rules:
☆The participant has to make a composition on A 3 size ivory sheet depicting nature using paper folding and make a
video of the same.
☆The participant may beautify the final composition with the help of colours (wax crayons / oil pastels/ plastic
crayons),decorative material like mirrors, stone stickers etc..
☆ The participant has to speak 3-4 lines about the composition (including introduction).
☆The participant must perform independently, without any help.
☆The video must be clearly shot and should have proper resolution.
☆The video must show the participant making the composition depicting different steps of creation in fast forwarded
format or clips of videos merged together.
☆ You are required to upload the video on YouTube (Make sure the YouTube link is shareable:Public) and mail the link
to talentiaartnursery@gmail.com by 7th December 2022. Subject line must be the School name along with the class
and event. The email must mention the names and class of the participants.
☆ The entry will be judged on the basis of creativity, originality and overall presentation.
For any query you can contact the Event Coordinators between 1:15 - 2:00 pm only:
Ms.Ekta Nijhawan: 9891115003
Ms. Pooja Saxena : 8468060393

EVENT 5 - MARIONETTE
(RAMP WALK - INTERNATIONAL DOLLS)
Class- Pre School
Topic- Ramp Walk : International Dolls
Number of participants- 1(one)
Duration- 1.5 Minutes
Rules:
☆The participant has to dress up as per the chosen topic and may use properties for the presentation.
☆The participant will give the introduction of the chosen topic.
☆The costume and makeup should be appropriate,attractive and according to the theme.
☆ Light background music can be used.
☆ No video editing is allowed.
☆The video must be recorded in one shot without any breaks.
☆ You are required to upload the video on YouTube (Make sure the YouTube link is shareable:Public) and mail the link
to talentiamusicnursery@gmail.com by 7th December 2022. Subject line must be the School name along with the
class and event. The email must mention the names and class of the participants.
☆The performance will be judged on the basis of presentation, costume, relevance to topic and overall presentation.
For any query you can contact the Event Coordinators between 1:15 - 2:00 pm only:
Ms.Rita Marwah : 9711895589
Ms.Shreya Dhall : 9999513653

EVENT 6 - BOGGIE WOOGIE
(DANCE ON RETRO HITS OF BOLLYWOOD)
CLASS- PRE PRIMARY
Topic- Dance on Retro hits of Bollywood
No.of participants- 4 (four)
Duration- 3 Minutes
Rules:
☆The participants can choose any Retro Bollywood songs.
☆ Costume and makeup should be appropriate and attractive.
☆ Properties can be used as per requirement.
☆ The video must be recorded in one shot without any breaks.
☆ No audio and visual editing is allowed.
☆ You are required to upload the video on YouTube (Make sure the YouTube link is shareable:Public) and mail
the link to talentiamusicnursery@gmail.com by 7th December 2022, Subject line must be the School name along
with the class and event. The email must mention the names and class of the participants.
☆ The performance will be judged on the basis of costume, synchronisation and overall presentation.
☆ For any query you can contact the Event Coordinators between 1:15 - 2:00 pm only:
Ms.Rita Marwah : 9711895589
Ms.Shreya Dhall : 9999513653

